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ABSTRACT: The wrist can be considered a 2 degrees‐of‐freedom joint with all movements reflecting the combination of flexion–extension
and radial–ulnar deviation. Wrist motions are accomplished by the kinematic reduction of the 42 degrees‐of‐freedom of the individual
carpal bones. While previous studies have demonstrated the minimal motion of the scaphoid and lunate as the wrist moves along the
dart‐thrower’s path or small relative motion between hamate‐capitate‐trapezoid, an understanding of the kinematics of the complete
carpus across all wrist motions remains lacking. To address this, we assembled an open‐source database of in vivo carpal motions and
developed mathematical models of the carpal kinematics as a function of wrist motion. Quadratic surfaces were trained for each of the 42‐
carpal bone degrees‐of‐freedom and the goodness of fits were evaluated. Using the models, paths of wrist motion that generated minimal
carpal rotations or translations were determined. Model predictions were best for flexion–extension, radial–ulnar deviation, and vola-
r–dorsal translations for all carpal bones with R2> 0.8, while the estimates were least effective for supination‐pronation with R2< 0.6.
The wrist path of motion’s analysis indicated that the distal row of carpal bones moves rigidly together (<3° motion), along the ana-
tomical axis of wrist motion, while the bones in the proximal row undergo minimal motion when the wrist moves in a path oblique to the
main axes. The open‐source dataset along with its graphical user interface and mathematical models should facilitate clinical visual-
ization and enable new studies of carpal kinematics and function. © 2019 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Wiley Periodicals,
Inc. J Orthop Res 37:2661–2670, 2019
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The wrist joint can be considered a 2 degrees‐of‐freedom
(DOF) joint with all movements reflecting combinations of
flexion–extension (FE) and radial‐ulnar (RU) deviation.
These two DOFs are accomplished by kinematic reduction
of the 42 DOFs of seven carpal bones. The pisiform, while
identified as a carpal bone, is not considered a significant
factor as it has a minimal role in wrist kinematics.1 The
passive motion and the reduction in the DOFs is due to the
minimal direct tendon and muscular insertions to carpal
bones.2,3 Carpal bone motion is thus driven by the contact
forces from their distal structures (i.e., metacarpals),
proximal structures (i.e., triangular fibrocartilage complex
and radius),2 and their surrounding ligamentous
constraints.4,5

To describe the carpal bone motion patterns, two
major kinematic theories of row and column have been
proposed.6 Although the row theory (describing the
distinct motion patterns for proximal and distal carpal
rows),7–11 column theory (assuming three medial‐cen-
tral‐lateral carpal columns as an inner mechanism for
the wrist motion),12,13 and their combinations14,15 have
helped in devising and evaluating clinical procedures,16

they are not predictive or specific about individual
carpal bone kinematics within the overall wrist motion.

Most previous studies have focused on individual
carpal bone or groups of two/three bones during specific

wrist motions such as FE, RU, or the dart thrower’s
motion (DTM).13,17–21 While these studies have dem-
onstrated how individual bones move relative to each
other—importantly, the minimal motion of scaphoid
and lunate in the DTM19—or how a group of carpal
bones moves relative to each other (e.g., small relative
motion between hamate, capitate, and trapezoid),13 the
ability to comprehensively model the entire carpus as a
function of wrist motion (FE and RU; 2 DOF) could help
us to better understand the wrist function. Such a
model could also illuminate how individual carpal bone
kinematics are altered after an injury, or how to study
the biomechanics of total wrist arthroplasty designs,
which currently reduce the wrist to a two‐DOF joint.22

A model’s success is assessed by its ability to predict
data from a large dataset that the model has not seen.23

Thus far, a predictive model for the carpal bones has
not been developed, perhaps in part because of the lack
of a detailed kinematic database. Previous attempts at
constructing a predictive and informative model of
carpal bone motion have been primarily based on ra-
diographic or cadaveric observations.6,16,24,25 Due to
the variations in motion patterns of the carpal bone
articulations among wrists and lack of large sample
sizes, none of these models have been rigorously eval-
uated for predictive ability. Recently, a stable central
column theory26 of carpal bones was proposed by mod-
eling the isometry of ligament lengths on an in vivo
dataset, however, the study was limited to a single
specific task (in RU direction) with a small sample size
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(10 wrists). Computational modeling and finite element
analysis are powerful tools for evaluating wrist contact
forces in mostly static postures,27–29 however, to date,
they have not been used for kinematic analysis and
prediction.

Previously, our group published a database of in
vivo carpal kinematics and anatomy for 60 healthy
wrists.19,30–33 We postulate that expanding the data-
base with additional studies34–39 would provide a more
complete picture of carpal kinematics. In this study, our
first aim was to assemble and describe an expanded
open‐source database of in vivo wrist motions from 120
previously studied wrists. Using the database, our
second aim was to develop a mathematical model of
carpal kinematics as a function of two wrist flexion‐
extension and radioulnar deviation to predict in-
dividual carpal bone kinematics. Our third aim was to
use the model to determine paths of wrist motion that
result in minimal carpal bone movement. In addition, a
graphical user interface (GUI) of the database and the
mathematical model were developed to enable inves-
tigators to qualitatively and quantitively observe the
wrist motions available in the database and build upon
the proposed mathematical models.

METHODS
Overview
This study has integrated data from four NIH‐funded computed
tomography (CT)‐image based in vivo studies on the wrist and
thumb kinematics.30,34–39 The database used in this study has
been also made freely available through SimTk.org (https://simtk.
org/projects/carpal‐database). The current database includes CT‐
derived carpal bone models from 90 healthy subjects (120 wrists)
and carpal bone kinematics in 1,215 unique wrist positions (Table
1 and Fig. 1).

Database Description—Data Acquisition
Healthy subjects were recruited after institutional review
board approval and were all pre‐screened for a history of wrist
injuries by board‐certified orthopedic hand surgeons. Data
from 30 subjects has been described in detail previously
(Table 1).30 The expanded database contains data from an
additional 60 subjects: 14 of which were studied in extreme
wrist flexion, extreme wrist extension, and five positions
along the path of DTM. Forty‐six of these participants were in
a study of carpometacarpal joint biomechanics, in which the
thumb and wrist were in various poses (thumb neutral pose,
adduction, abduction, flexion, extension, jar twist, jar grasp,
and key pinch)40 (Table 1). The neutral pose was defined by
aligning the dorsum of the third metacarpal with the fore-
arm’s dorsal surface using a goniometer in functional, com-
bined, and incremental orthogonal cohorts.30 In the CMC
cohort, the neutral position was defined using a splint placing
the wrist in an anatomic neutral posture (approximately 0°
flexion/extension and ulnar/radial deviation).41 Two subjects
(four wrists) neutral position did not follow the CT scan ac-
quisition protocol, thus they were excluded for mathematical
modeling.

The bone surface models have been constructed from the
CT scans (Lightspeed 16; GE Medical, Milwaukee, WI) that
were obtained of the wrist in the aforementioned poses.30,42

The CT scan resolutions differed between the datasets and
ranged from 0.2 × 0.2 to 0.4 × 0.4 mm2 in the transverse plane
of the hand, and 0.625 to 1mm along the axis of the forearm.
Digital models of the outer cortical surface of radius, ulna,
carpal bones, and metacarpals were obtained from the neutral
posture CT images using Mimics v12–19 (Materialize,
Leuven, Belgium) by employing thresholding and edge
detection algorithms. No cartilage was modeled from the
CT images.

Database Description—Data Analysis
Kinematic transformations were calculated from the neutral
wrist position to each target position using a tissue‐classified
distance fields algorithm to register the bones in the neutral
position to all other posture’s CT scans, creating six‐DOF
global transformations from the neutral scan to each sub-
sequent position as described before.43 Using the bones’ in-
ertial properties, an orthogonal coordinate system for each
carpal bone was constructed with the origin at the bone
models’ volumetric centroid (bone’s inertial coordinate system
[ICS], Supplementary Fig. S1).32

A radial coordinate system (RCS) was calculated based on
the modification of the International Society of Biomechanics
(ISB) recommendation and the distal radius’ anatomical
landmarks (Fig. 2).20,44,45 The x‐axis direction was defined by
the central axis of the distal radius shaft. The y‐axis was de-
fined as a line perpendicular to the x‐axis, originating from
the center of the sigmoid notch and exiting at the metaphyseal
flare of the radius, and transposed proximally to the radial
articular surface. The z‐axis was the cross product of the other
axes. The origin was the projection of the intersection of the x‐
axis direction and y‐axis direction on the distal radius surface.

The database and wrist motion in all postures can be ob-
served and evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively by
the GUI provided with the database. Written with MATLAB
2018b (The MathWorks, Natick, MA), the GUI enables
users to investigate the position and rotation of the carpal
bones in any wrist motion available in the database on an
average male or female bone model. Users are also capable of
importing subject‐specific bone models (captured at the neu-
tral position) to observe the wrist motions available on the
database on their imported three‐dimensional models.

Carpal Bones Motion in the RCS
Wrist motion was defined in terms of the FE and RU of the
capitate bone (CAP) because it has been previously shown
that the capitate moves almost identically to the third
metacarpal.33 The 6‐DOF kinematics of the scaphoid (SCA),
lunate (LUN), triquetrum (TRQ), trapezium (TPM), trapezoid
(TPD), and hamate (HAM) were described as a function of the
wrist motion.

The motion of each carpal bone was calculated in the RCS
with respect to the neutral pose and described with the helical
axis of motion (HAM) parameters. HAM parameters charac-
terize the motion as a single rotation (ϕ) about and translation
along the unique screw axis (Fig. 2). The rotational compo-
nents of the bone motion were decomposed using ϕ angle and
the screw axis’s orientation to construct supination‐pronation
(SP), FE, and RU angular components. Translations were
defined as the displacement of the origin of bone’s ICS in
the RCS in the distal‐proximal (distal‐proximal translation
[DPT]), radial‐ulnar (RUT), and volar‐dorsal directions (VDT).
Translations were scaled by the cube root of capitate volume
to eliminate the influence of bone size.46
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Mathematical Modeling
To create a predictive relationship between the wrist and
carpal motion, the mathematical models were constructed on
a training set and then were evaluated on a test set. Before
modeling, the datasets from 20 subjects (30 wrists, 259 wrist
motions) were randomly selected and held out to assess the
accuracy of the mathematical models (test set). If the subject
had bilateral data, the data from both sides were included in
the test set to remove any biases in the selection. The datasets
of the remaining 68 subjects (86 wrists, 804 wrist motions)
were used for training the model (Fig. 3). In total, the carpal
kinematics for 116 wrists from 88 subjects in a total of 1,179
wrist postures, which resulted in 1,063 calculated motions
(i.e., # of total postures—# of neutral poses) were used for
mathematical modeling.

For each carpal bone DOF (BoneDOF), a second‐order
quadratic surface with the independent variables of
wrist FE and RU (CAPFE and CAPRU) were constructed
(Equation (1)):

Bone p CAP p CAP p CAP

p CAP CAP p CAP

10 01 20

11 02

DOF RU FE RU

RU FE FE

2

2

= × + × + ×

+ × × + × (1)

where p10, p01, p20, p11, and p02 are the coefficients of
the quadratic surface. The quadratic surface equation was
used to improve the predictions at the extreme of motions.
Higher‐order polynomials were not used because they re-
sulted in overfitting and unnatural behavior of the bone
motions. A cross‐validation technique with a leave‐one‐out
strategy was performed on the training set, and the
coefficients were calculated using the least‐squares
method in each iteration. The best model was selected as
the model with the lowest root‐mean‐squared‐error
(RMSE) in the cross‐validation procedure. The database’
kinematics and mathematical models were visualized
using Delaunay triangulation47 of every 3D data point
(CAPFE, CAPRU, BoneDOF), color‐coded by the magnitude
of that DOF rotation/translation. The face color of
Delaunay triangles was the average of the value for each
vertex of the triangle for an interpretable visualization.

To explore carpal kinematics predicted by the models, we
sought to identify paths of wrist motion along which carpal DOFs
were minimal (MM wrist paths). For instance, the path of wrist
motion that generates minimal FE movement for the scaphoid
was identified as the MM wrist path for SCAFE. The MM wrist
paths were calculated numerically using grid‐points limited by
theminimum andmaximum ranges of our dataset (90° extension,
120° flexion, 40° radial deviation, 60° ulnar deviation) with an
interval of 0.5°.

Statistical Analysis
The generalizability of the models (i.e., how well each model
predicts the motion of carpal bones from a test set) was evaluated
by R2, RMSE, and the average of model’s error on the test set
(randomly selected 30 wrists). As R2 and RMSE can be statisti-
cally biased,23 wrist motions were separated into octants based
on the relationship of wrist FE and RU rotation angles for fur-
ther analysis of the behavior of the generated model in different
regions of wrist motion. The histograms of differences were as-
sessed in each octant of RU and FE by measuring the mean and
standard deviation of errors.
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To analyze and compare the patterns of MMwrist paths for
the carpal bone DOFs, linear regression (p< 0.05) was used to
calculate the lower and upper confidence intervals (LCI
and UCI) of the MM wrist path’s slope on a plot of wrist
motion. The slope demonstrates the ratio of the wrist’s FE and
wrist’s RU when the carpal bone moves only minimally. The
MM wrist paths that did not follow a linear pattern were
described by points along a curve based on the wrist
FE or RU.

RESULTS
The published database (https://simtk.org/projects/carpal‐
database) includes CT‐generated carpal bone anatomy
models from 90 healthy subjects (120 wrists) and the
carpal bone kinematics in 1,215 unique wrist positions
from four NIH‐funded studies. A GUI was also developed
to maximize user interaction with this database and the
mathematical model constructed in this study (Supple-
mentary Documents).

The mathematical models (42 models) performed well
on the 30 held‐out wrists (test set) in predicting FE
(R2> 0.9 and RMSE< 6.0°) for all carpus bones (Table 2).
The models also performed well for RU (R2> 0.6 and
RMSE< 5.0°), volar–dorsal translation (R2> 0.8 and
RMSE< 2.5mm; except triquetrum), but they performed
poorly in predicting radial‐ulnar and DPT (0.3<R2<0.9,
and RMSE< 3.1mm), and supination‐pronation (R2< 0.6
and RMSE< 8°). The mean errors (which reflect the
overall bias of the models) were submillimeter or sub‐de-
gree for all predicted DOFs and carpal bones—except
supination‐pronation of the capitate, which had a bias of
−1.2° (Table 2 and Supplementary Figs. S2.1‐6). All
quadratic surface parameters are available in Supple-
mentary Table S1.

The Delaunay visualization of the carpal bone kine-
matics, the mathematical model, and the model’s error
demonstrated that the model performed well in the mid‐
region (i.e., mid‐FE and mid‐RU) of wrist positions, and it
performed less well at the extreme range of motions where
fewer data were available (Fig. 4; SCAFE as a repre-
sentative, the rest can be observed in [Supplementary
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Figure 1. Wrist motions within the carpal dataset for all 120
wrists. Wrist motion was defined as the motion of capitate in
the radial coordinate system, and each point depicts the motion of
the wrist in a single task.

Figure 2. Radial coordinate system and the helical axis of mo-
tion parameters. n is a vector defining the orientation of the screw
axis (nx, ny, nz) and ϕtot is the rotation about the axis. This angle
can be decomposed into rotational components (ϕtot.nx, ϕtot.ny,
ϕtot.nz).

Figure 3. Training set (motions used to construct the model) from
86 wrists and test set (motions used to evaluate the model) from 30
wrists were randomly selected from the database. Each data point
has 42 other dimensions for seven carpal bones and 6 degrees‐of‐
freedom [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Fig. S3.1‐42]). The histogram of errors of the mathematical
model based on the position of the wrist revealed that the
model error was normally distributed for all models and
DOFs, except supination‐pronation (Supplementary Fig.
S4.1‐42 and Supplementary Table S2.1‐2). For example,
for the SCAFE, the bias of <1°, and the standard deviation
of <5° was calculated for all octants (Fig. 5; scaphoid FE as
a representative).

The wrist’s FE/RU ratio of the MM wrist path (MM
slope) of each bone and DOF demonstrated different
patterns of wrist movement for the bones in the prox-
imal and distal carpal row (Fig. 6). The MM slopes were
statistically different between proximal and distal
rows in both FE and VDT (p< 0.01) (Table 3). The MM
slopes for FE were close to 0 for all bones in the distal
row (hamate, trapezoid, and trapezium), while they
were between 0.6 and 1.2 for the proximal row bones
(triquetrum, lunate, and scaphoid) (Table 3). The same
comparison for VDT demonstrated a −0.3 to 0.3 range

for the bones in the distal row and 1.1–1.7 range for the
bones in the proximal row. MM wrist paths for RUT and
RU were not linear, thus they were compared at
incremental wrist positions, and showed the paths
occurred at different positions of the wrist for bones in a
proximal and distal row. For instance, the MM wrist
path in RU for the hamate, trapezoid, and triquetrum
had a wrist RU of <4° at a flexion angle of 100°, reduced
to 0° at the neutral pose, and increased to <3° wrist RU
at extension angle of 80°. For triquetrum, lunate, and
scaphoid the path occurred at a much larger wrist RU,
which went from 15° in flexion to 0 at neutral, and
about 40° in extension (Fig. 6). Because of the weaker
prediction of the model for PS and PDT, the MM wrist
paths were not compared in those DOFs.

DISCUSSION
The purposes of this study were to assemble a large da-
tabase of in vivo wrist motions, to construct mathematical

JOURNAL OF ORTHOPAEDIC RESEARCH® DECEMBER 2019

Table 2. Root‐Mean‐Square Error (RMSE), R2, and Model Error’s Bias of 40 Second‐Order Algebraic Fit to Every DOFs
on the Test Set (20 Subjects, 30 Wrists)

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

Bone SP (°) FE (°) RU (°) DPT (mm) RUT (mm) VDT (mm)

Capitate 5.2 – – 1.2 1.1 1.8
Scaphoid 3.5 4.2 3.2 0.9 1.1 1.1
Lunate 3.6 5.9 3.6 0.9 1.2 1.0
Hamate 5.2 3.1 2.2 1.4 1.4 2.3
Triquetrum 4.3 6.0 3.8 1.5 1.5 1.6
Trapezoid 7.3 4.0 5.0 2.0 3.1 2.5
Trapezium 6.0 2.7 4.8 1.8 2.9 2.1

R2

Bone SP FE RU DPT RUT VDT

Capitate 0.2 – – 0.9 0.9 0.9
Scaphoid 0.5 1.0 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.9
Lunate 0.3 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.8
Hamate 0.2 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.8
Triquetrum 0.6 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.3
Trapezoid 0.2 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.8
Trapezium 0.2 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.8

Model Error’s Bias

Bone SP (°) FE (°) RU (°) DPT (mm) RUT (mm) VDT (mm)

Capitate −1.2 – – 0.1 0.1 0.0
Scaphoid −0.3 0.1 −0.3 0.1 ‐0.1 0.0
Lunate −0.1 0.0 −0.5 0.0 ‐0.1 −0.1
Hamate −0.9 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 −0.1
Triquetrum −0.5 −0.2 −0.1 0.0 0.0 −0.2
Trapezoid −0.5 −0.2 −0.4 0.3 ‐0.2 0.2
Trapezium −0.5 0.0 −0.7 0.2 ‐0.4 0.0

Degrees‐of‐freedoms are supination–pronation (SP), flexion–extension (FE), radial–ulnar deviation (RU), distal–proximal translation
(DPT), radial–ulnar translation (RUT), and volar–dorsal translation (VDT). Translations RMSE is scaled back by the cube root of the
average capitate volume (~3,700mm3) for a better demonstration of RMSEs.
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models that predict carpal bone kinematics as a function of
wrist FE and RU using the database, and to determine the
wrist motion paths that generated minimal motions for
each of the carpal bones. The predictive quadratic models
were developed using a subset of the database as a
training set, and they were validated using the remainder
of the database as a test set. The models’ predictions were
best on the test set for FE, RU, and VDT DOFs. The
models demonstrated that the minimal motion paths of
the distal carpal row (hamate, capitate, trapezoid, and
trapezium) were different than the minimal motion paths
of the proximal row (triquetrum, lunate, and sca-
phoid). The path was along the anatomical axis of wrist
motion for bones of the distal row, while it was oblique
to the main axis (in a dart‐thrower's plane) for the
bones of the proximal row.

3D understanding of individual carpal bone motion
as the wrist moves in different motion paths is needed
for clinicians to diagnose and deliver effective solutions
for patients following injury or disease. The current
open‐source database, the GUI available with it, and
the mathematical model constructed in this study,
allows one to observe carpal bone articulations within a
relatively large population both quantitatively and
visually. In addition, similar to the grand challenge
competition to predict in vivo knee loads,48 inves-
tigators can use the current database to construct
elaborate models to predict the kinematics of individual
carpal bones using more complex mathematical models,
bone shapes, or finite element models.

Our model demonstrates that the bones of the
distal and proximal rows move minimally during two
distinct wrist motion paths (one along the anatomical
axes of wrist motion, and the other oblique to the main
axis), but it does not explicitly prove or disprove

any particular theory of carpal bone motion that has
been developed to date.6,12,13 The row theory7–9,49

described the kinematics of the wrist with two rows
organized proximally (lunate and triquetrum) and dis-
tally (hamate, capitate, trapezoid, and trapezium),
having the scaphoid as a bridge or connection between
these two rows. Our mathematical model confirmed
that the hamate‐capitate‐trapezoid‐trapezium complex
moves relatively rigidly (within 3°), similar to the row
theory and previous studies;13,26 however, our model
demonstrated more variability of motion among the
bones of the proximal row. Thus, to consider the bones
of the proximal row as part of a rigid element would not
be an accurate interpretation of this dataset. Further
studies using the database and mathematical modeling
will be required to evaluate the previous carpal theories
or examine new ones.

To develop carpal bone kinematic models as a function
of the wrist motion, we made some assumptions about the
motion’s definition and model’s specification. We used the
wrist motion computed from the subject’s neutral position
to remove the shape variation of the carpal bones from the
model generation process. While this assumption enables
us to devise a clinically relevent model, it ignores the
variation in positioning of the subjects’ wrists at the neu-
tral posture. The neutral position’s variation can be cal-
culated by looking at the capitate’s posture (as an
alternative to the third metacarpal), and it was within a
95% confidence interval of ~10° in our database. However,
this interval is an approximation because it also depends
upon the ICS definition of the capitate, which varies with
the bone shape. Future investigation can focus on gen-
erating a landmark‐based coordinate system for individual
carpal bones to evaluate this effect or to generate posture‐
based predictive models. Additionally, the offset in the
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Figure 4. The flexion–extension of sca-
phoid (SCAFE) as the function of wrist
motion for the database (Left), quadratic
model’s prediction (Middle), and the model
error (Right). The model error (the differ-
ences between the training values and
predicted values) qualitatively demon-
strate a similar model performance in all
regions. Each triangle’s face color is the
average of the SCAFE at each vertex [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrar-
y.com]
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Figure 5. Mathematical model errors for scaphoid flexion–extension (SCAFE), the histogram of errors based on the wrist movement for
each octant of radial–ulnar (RU) and FE. The middle figure shows the model error across kinematics space, and every histogram shows
the errors in every subdivision. The octants are defined based on the relationship between radial (R)/ulnar (U) deviation and flexion (F)/
extension (E) of the wrist. For example, UE defines the region that the ulnar deviation is larger than extension, and FR describes the
region that flexion is larger than the radial deviation [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 6. Wrist paths that generate minimal flexion–extension, radial–ulnar deviation, radial–ulnar translation, and volar–dorsal
translation of carpal bones. Different patterns of wrist paths were seen for the carpal bones in the distal row (i.e., hamate, capitate, trapezoid,
and trapezium) and proximal row (i.e., triquetrum, lunate, and scaphoid) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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mathematical model was fixed to zero with the underlying
assumption that carpal bones orientation in the neutral
pose is similar for all subjects. This assumption was as-
certained by attaining minimal and approximately zero
offsets, when the offsets were accounted for in training the
models. Moreover, to construct the mathematical model,
we chose the simplest model that was reasonably accurate
with close to zero overall mean error. A first‐order equation
was incapable of predicting the extreme positions; thus,
by increasing the degrees to a second‐order algebraic
equation, we were able to model the extreme range‐of‐
motion points, as well as keep the model relatively simple.
More complex models would likely achieve higher accu-
racy. We also assumed that all DOFs are independent
in training our mathematical model and multivariate
regression models might yield to a higher accuracy
prediction.

We did not evaluate the collisions between the carpal
bones in this study. Consideration of carpal bone colli-
sion using finite element modeling might yield higher
accuracy with a refined model. Additionally, it has been
shown that the lunate has two main anatomical shapes,
and two different motion paths have been proposed for
it;50 we did not consider effects of bone shapes in our
modeling (although we accounted for the size by scaling
all carpal bones). Further studies need to examine
the influence of the differing shapes of carpal bones
on the wrist kinematics. In our model, we did not in-
clude variables, such as sex, age group, and sidedness,
because they were out of the scope of this study’s
purpose; although, it has been shown that these vari-
ables are not associated with the kinematics after
scaling the translation by the cubic root of the volume
of the capitate.46 Lastly, our model was not a good
predictor for pronosupination of any of the carpal
bones, which was most likely because the wrist
was considered as a two‐DOF system without any

pronosupination, as well as the limited supination‐
pronation of carpal bones that is generally <5° across
all wrist positions.19

The expanded database and mathematical model
constructed from this study should facilitate clinical
visualization of normal and pathological wrist
motion patterns (using the GUI) and will enable
investigators to analyze the kinematics of the wrist
joint and the articulations of its carpal bones.
The GUI created in this study can accommodate
subject‐specific bone models to incorporate kine-
matic data (actual observed values or modeled
kinematics) to visualize different motions to the
user. As a secondary goal, our model demonstrated
that the pattern of wrist motion that generates
minimal motion for the distal row of carpal bones
(i.e., hamate, capitate, trapezoid, and trapezium) is
different than that of for the proximal row bones
(i.e., triquetrum, lunate, and scaphoid).
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